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Abstract. The production of the fo in two photon 
collisions, with the subsequent decay fo~n+n has 
been observed in the CELLO detector at PETRA. 
The f0 peak was found to lie on a dipion continuum 
and to be shifted downwards in mass by -~ 50 MeV/c 2. 
The nn mass spectrum from 0.8 to 1.5 GeV/c 2 was 
well fitted by the model of Mennessier using only a 
unitarised Born amplitude and helicity 2f0 amplitude. 
The previously observed mass shift and distortion 

of the fo peak are explained by strong interference 
between the Born and fo amplitudes. The only free 
parameter  in the fit of the data to the model is the 
radiative width F~(f0). It was found that: 

Fy~.(f0) = 2.5_+ 0.1 _+0.5 keV 

where the first (second) quoted errors are statistical 
(systematic). 
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1. Introduction 

Within the last few years there have been many 
measurements at e + e -  storage rings of the exclusive 
production of resonant states in virtual photon-pho- 
ton collisions. The essential physical parameter  de- 
termined in such experiments, the radiative width 
FT~, has been the subject of a large number  of 
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theoretical predictions over the last decade or so 
[- i ] .  

Measurements have recently been made of the 
production of t/' [2-4], A 2 [5, 4], f '  [6] and q [7]. 
Several previous studies [8-10], have been made of 
the process considered in this paper: 

e + e - + f o  e+  e 

L.rt+ n-  

while one experiment, [5], has observed the ~o~o 
decay mode of the fo. In all of these experiments the 
scattered electron and positron are unobserved. The 
exclusive final state resulting from the decay of the 
resonance was separated from background by ki- 
nematical cuts. A common feature of the previous 
analyses of fo production was the difficulty of ex- 
plaining the shape of the dipion mass spectrum in 
the region of the fo peak in terms of the previously 
measured [-11] mass and width of the fo. 

Mass shifts of ~_40 MeV/c 2 were reported for 
both the charged and neutral dipion decay modes 
[12]. The shift and distortion of the fo peak were 
variously interpreted in terms of additional resonant 
contributions [10] or as an interference effect be- 
tween the Born and fo amplitudes [9]. In [-9] the 
dipion mass spectrum was fitted to a simple 3 pa- 
rameter model taking into account the Born term 
and the fo Breit-Wigner amplitude. No partial wave 
analysis of the amplitudes was performed. We report 
here an analysis based on a model [13] in which the 
I = 0 ,  S and D partial waves are calculated taking 
into account the dipion Born term and a pure he- 
licity 2f0 amplitude. Unitarity corrections are also 
included but are found to be small. Resonant contri- 
butions other than the f0 are not included in the 
model at this stage. A later publication will extend 
the present analysis to the low mass region 
0 .4<M,~<1 .0  GeV/c 2 where an excess of events 
relative to the Born contribution has been reported 
[14] by an experiment at DCI. Upper limits for the 
radiative widths of possible scalar resonances in the 
fo mass region will be given in the same publication. 

2. Event Selection and Background Rejection 

The present analysis is based on an integrated lumi- 
nosity of 11.4 pb -1 collected by the CELLO de- 
tector at PETRA in 1980-81. A description of the 
detector can be found in [15]. 

The fast trigger [16] required at least two tracks 
in the central detector in the R4~ projection (the 
plane perpendicular to the colliding beams) with 
transverse momentum greater than 200 MeV/c and 
in addition at least one track in RZ projection (i.e. 

in a plane containing the beams) originating from 
within _+ 10 cm of the interaction point. The angular 
constraint in the R q5 trigger accepted only events 
separated in azimuth by at least 6 ~ The RZ trigger 
was very effective in rejecting beam gas background 
and made possible the minimum bias 2 track re- 
quirement. The angular acceptance of the charged 
trigger was Icos01<0.87. The track requirement of 
the trigger was verified by an on-line program with 
an improved spatial resolution in the R ~b projection. 
Before passing events to the full track reconstruction 
programmes a preliminary selection of candidate 
events for low multiplicity two photon production 
was made. This selection was made on the basis of 
track candidates ("masks") recorded by the fast 
charged trigger. Events with a large track multiplici- 
ty (>4)  were rejected and it was required that all 
charged particle tracks have a relative angular sepa- 
ration in R~b projection of at least 200mrad. In 
addition all events with an excessivly large number 
of hits in the central tracking chamber were rejected. 
This last cut was necessary to remove background 
triggers generated by off momentum particles. An 
independant study of two charged particle events 
identified by tagging one of the scattered electrons 
indicated that 6% of good events were removed by 
this cut. The overall efficiency of the pre-selection 
procedure was found to be 87 +_ 6 %. 

As the candidate events were found to be clean, 
with well separated tracks, loose track finding crite- 
ria could be used (only >4  out of the 12 track 
chambers required). The track reconstruction ef- 
ficiency was estimated to be -~99~o for tracks sat- 
isfying the Rq5 trigger requirement. To select events 
corresponding to the exclusive production of two 
charged particles in 27 interactions the following 
cuts were made" (the Z axis is parallel to the col- 
liding beams). 

(i) Two charged particles of opposite sign 
(ii) [Zol<2.5cm (Zo=-Z co-ordinate of track in- 

tersection with the beam axis) 
(iii) Icos01<0.85 ( 0 - p o l a r  angle of the track rela- 

tive to beams) 
(iv) Pr >0.35 GeV/c ( P r - t r a c k  momentum trans- 

verse to the beam axis) 
(v) cos vRzAaC~ <0.995 ~RZ~t}ac~ =ac~ angle be- 

tween the tracks in RZ projection) 
(vi) Z p r < 0 . 1  GeV/c 

(vii) Evisibl e < 20  G e V .  
After the cuts (ii) and (v) the residual background 
(beam gas and cosmic muons) is found to be ~-1%. 
The cut (v) is required to remove cosmic muons. The 
cuts (iii) and (iv) ensured that the accepted events 
were not too near to the edges of the trigger accep- 
tance in angle and track transverse momentum re- 
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spectively. Exclusive 2 particle events were selected 
by the cut (vi). 

The residual background from inclusive events" 

e + e -  ---.~/l:+ g -  nt- . . ,  q- e+  e - 

was estimated to be 2%, by comparing the Z p r  

distribution in the mass range 1.0 < M ~  < 1.4 G e V / c  2 

for 2 particle events selected with the above cuts, 
with that given by 3 charged particle events where 
one track is discarded to give a charge balanced 
pair. 

3. Acceptance Corrections and Subtraction 
of QED Background 

The QED reactions e + e - - * l  + 1 - e  + e -  are simulat- 
ed by a Monte Carlo generator using the exact cross 
section for transverse photons [17, 18], including the 
dependence on the virtual photon masses [19] in the 
cross section for: 

e e  
7*7*--* 

I # t  . 

Interference effects between produced and scattered 
electrons, radiative corrections [20] and contri- 
butions from inelastic Compton scattering graphs 
[21] are neglected. The generator has been com- 
pared in detail with the exact Feynman diagram 
calculation of Vermaseren [22, 23]. For  untagged re- 
actions the total cross sections and various differen- 
tial cross sections showed good agreement at the few 
percent level. 

The dipion mass spectrum was found by sub- 
tracting from the observed mass distribution the ab- 
solutely normalised sum of the /~/~ and ee Monte 
Carlo mass distributions (see Fig. 1). All particles 
were assigned the pion mass. The QED mass distri- 
butions are given by the generator described above 
and include a full simulation of the CELLO de- 
tector. As can be seen from Fig. 1, there is no evi- 
dence for an excess of events over the QED pre- 
diction for masses > 1.5 GeV/c 2. 

This is consistent with the following consider- 
ations : 
(i) Agreement for the absolute normalisation: 

N errs (M > 1.5 GeV/c 2) = 0.95 _ 0.09. 
Npee+uu(M >1 5GeV/c 2) 

r e d .  k ~ ' *  ~ z r e  " 

(ii) The measurement of the PLUTO Collaboration 
[24] 

N h +  h 

Nee+uu<0.06 at 9 0 % C . L . ( h = ~ , K , p )  

M,~ > 2.0 GeV/c 2. 

f 
, [ �9 , , , I . . . .  ~ . . . .  

,000 

1.0 1.5 2.0 
1~ fI: Mass(GeWcZ| 

Fig. 1. Points with error bars: invariant mass of the two observed 
tracks (re mass  assumed). Shaded histogram: absolutely normal-  
ised QED (2/~+2e) Monte Carlo distribution 
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Fig. 2. QED subtracted invariant mass  distribution. Solid line: 
Prediction of Mennessier for the rc~z contribution (with F~(fo) 
= 2 . 5 k e V ) + K  + K -  estimate from [6]. The K + K -  contribution 
is shaded 
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Fig. 3a and b. QED subtracted acceptance corrected angular dis- 
tributions in ~zrc rest frame. The solid curves are the Mennessier 
prediction (pure 2 = 2  coupling for the Jo). a 1 . 0 < M ~ <  
1.2 GeV/c a (lower half of fo peak), b 1 . 2 < M ~ < 1 . 4  GeV/c 2 
(upper half of f0 peak). The dashed curve in b is the relatively 
normalised prediction for pure 2 = 0 coupling 

there is a large excess of events both in the f0 mass 
region and below. Subtracting the expected QED 
contribution gives the distribution shown in Fig. 2. 
The error bars shown in Fig. 2 include the quadratic 
sum of both the point by point statistical errors on 
the data and the Monte Carlo and the overall sys- 
tematic error (+_ 8.4 ~o) in the absolute QED normal- 
isation. The normalisation error has the following 
contributions 

- l u m i n o s i t y  measurement (wide angle bhabha 
scattering) +_ 5 ~o 

- Trigger efficiency (78 ~o) _+ 3 ~o 
- Event selection efficiency (87 ~o) +_ 6 ~o 

The ~n continuum below the fo is substantial and 
the peak is shifted downwards in mass by roughly 
50MeV/c 2. We verified that this shift is not in- 
strumental by observing tl' production I-4]. The mea- 
sured mass in the decay channel ~'---,p~ ~ - 7  
of 957_+3 MeV/c 2 agrees with the PDG value [-11]. 
In the subsequent analysis this subtracted distribu- 
tion is corrected for the measured K + K -  contri- 
bution [6]. Figures 3a, b show the folded, QED sub- 
tracted, and acceptance corrected centre of mass 

dcr 
angular distributions - -  for the lower and up- 

d cos 0* 
per halves of the fo peak respectively. 0* is the angle 
of one of the final state pions relative to the virtual 
photon direction in the 7 7 centre of mass system. As 
the virtual photon direction is unknown it is approx- 
imated by the initial e + e-  direction. The accep- 
tance correction as a function of 0* is done using an 
analytical formula based on the equivalent photon 
approximation. If 0 c is the minimum lab angle de- 
fined by the acceptance cut for charged particles 
(32~ the detection efficiency for a given centre of 
mass angle 0* is [-18]: 

(cos 0")- 
1 3 

l n - -  
z 4 

1 --  fiMAX Z 2 ~  (rn-~'~2 ,~ 1 
where c~ ~ 1 + fl~ax \2 E ] 

(1) 

and 

(iii) The good agreement of the angular distribution 
for masses above 1.4GeV/c 2 (see Fig. 4) with the 
expectation from the purely QED processes. 

Comparing the observed mass distribution with 
the QED expectation for masses below 1.5 GeV/c 2 
(Fig. 1, cross hatched histogram) it can be seen that 

cos 0* {]/R [1 + (R - 1) cos 2 0"] - 1} 
fiMAX = 1 + R cos 2 0* 

R = tan 2 0*/tan 2 0 c. 

The validity of the approximate formula (1) is 
checked by comparing the acceptance corrected un- 
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Fig. 4. Unsubtracted acceptance corrected distribution for 
M ~ , > t . 4 G e V / c  2. The solid line is the absolutely normalised 
QED ( 2 e + 2 # )  prediction. The dashed-dotted line indicates the 
acceptance (calculated using (1)) as a function of cos0*. The 
dashed lines are the _+ l a limits of the absolute normalisation 
error 
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Fig. 5. Diagrams contributing to the amplitudes in the Mennessier 
model. B(~): Pure Born term, B"(~): Unitarity corrections to Born 
term, V(~): Vector exchange term, R}o(~): f0 amplitude with 
unitarity corrections 

subtracted angular distribution in the high mass re- 
gion: M ~  > 1.4 GeV/c 2 (Fig. 4) with the QED expec- 
tation, valid for low q2 virtual photons: 

da 2 ~  2 (lq'-COS2 0 *) 

d cos 0* - m{i (1 -- cos 2 0")" (2) 

The agreement of the acceptance corrected curve 
with the QED prediction can be seen to be quite 
satisfactory. The dotted lines in Fig. 4 indicate the 
_+ 1 a limits of the absolute normalisation error. The 
detection efficiency function equation (1) corre- 
sponding to our cuts is also shown in Fig. 4. To 
reduce statistical fluctuations due to limited Monte 
Carlo statistics the QED angular distribution sub- 
tracted in the f0 region was analytically calculated 
as the product of (1) and (2). The fully simulated 
Monte Carlo was used however to determine the 
overall normalisation. The errors shown in 
Figs. 3a, b include the quadratic sum of the point by 
point statistical errors on the data, as well as the 
overall systematic error from the normalisation un- 
certainty. 

4. Comparison with the Model of Mennessier 

We have compared the rc~ mass spectrum and 
angular distribution with the model of Mennessier 

[13]. This model, which makes rather weak theoreti- 
cal assumptions describes the production of ~ and 
KK pairs by real photons in the region of 27 mass 
below 1.4GeV/c 2 using a unitary and analytic cou- 
pled channel K matrix formalism. 

The amplitude for the process 7 7 ~  or 
77---'KK for a given charge state, total angular mo- 
mentum, and total isotopic spin is written in the 
form: 

T"=Bu+V"+FR  (3 )  
i 

where e.g. B" = B ~ + B~". 
B ~ is the pure Born term, B~" is the correction to 

B ~ due to unitarisation (final state scattering effects) 
and similarly for the vector exchange (V) and di- 
rectly coupled resonance (Ri) amplitudes. 

Diagrams illustrating the meaning of these terms 
for the 7 7 ~  case are shown in Fig. 5. Only I = 0 ,  
S and D waves are considered. The unitarisation cor- 
rections (final state rescattering effects) are repre- 
sented by shaded bubbles. These are completely de- 
termined by purely strong interaction parameters 
(rc~z and KK phase shifts and inelasticities). In [13] 
the experimental strong interaction data were fitted 
to an analytic unitary K matrix. These fits yielded 
three different sets of parameters A,B, C. A is valid 
only in the low mass region <0.9 GeV/c 2. B and C 
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are similar, except that B has a narrow S* reso- 
nance, which is missing in solution C. In the f0 mass 
region B and C show similar behaviour, and as the 
unitarity corrections are not large, we have chosen 
the solution C. The strong interference effects be- 
tween the )Co amplitude and the Born term, to be 
discussed below, are independent of the details of 
the unitarisation corrections. Within our experimen- 
tal errors the "pure Born" and unitarised Born 
amplitude give equivalent results. 

In fact a satisfactory fit to our data (mass distri- 
bution and angular distributions) is found by retain- 
ing only the unitarised Born term and a helicity 2fo 
amplitude. The absence of a significant helicity 0 
contribution is consistent both with our angular dis- 
tributions (see Fig. 3b) and with a previous measure- 
ment of 7 7 ~ f o ~ n  ~ ~z ~ [5]. 

Upper limits on the helicity 0 contribution will 
be given in a future publication (see Sect. 1). This 
suppression of the helicity 0 contribution for almost 
real photons is expected from general theoretical 
arguments [25-27]. Since the pure Born terms can 
be exactly calculated and the unitarisation correc- 
tions are determined from purely strong interaction 
data, the only free parameter fitted to our data is 
F~(fo) which describes the "direct" 77fo coupling. 
This does not correspond exactly with the observed 
fo signal since the helicity 2 projection of the Born 
term may give a small contribution to the fo signal 
by final state scattering effects. Because of strong 
interference effects between the fo and Born ampli- 
tudes it is not possible to give a simple parametri- 
sation of the difference between the "direct" and 
total fo contributions. F77(fo) is the relevant parame- 
ter for comparison with theoretical predictions based 
on internal meson structure (e.g. the quark model), 
whereas in evaluating dispersion relations or sum 
rules (see Sect. 6) the full partial wave amplitudes 
measured by the fit to the experimental distributions 
should be used. 

As the model of Mennessier is valid only for real 
photons it is necessary to convolute the calculated 
cross section with virtual photon flux functions be- 
fore comparing to the measured distributions. As for 
the lepton pairs, this is done using the exact trans- 
verse luminosity function [17, 18]. 

Apart from allowing for the effect of a V D M  

type photon coupling to the fo (see below), the q2 
dependence of the 77fo coupling is ignored. In par- 
ticular no allowance is made for possible changes in 
the helicity state of the fo as q2 is varied. As large 
q2 virtual photons are effectively removed by the 
rather stringent cut on ~ P T  (cut (vi) above) no sig- 
nificant effects of this type are expected in any case. 

The double differential cross section 
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d 2 o- 
calculated according to the formulae 

d M ~,~ d cos 0* 
given in [13] is used as a weighting function in a 
Monte Carlo generator, that also chooses the en- 
ergies and angles of the scattered electrons according 
to the distributions of [18]. The final value of F~(fo) 
was found by comparing the number of events ob- 
served in the mass region 1 . 0 < M ~ < I . 4 G e V / c  2 
with the predicted number of fully simulated Monte 
Carlo events in the same region. Because of in- 
terference and final state scattering effects (see be- 
low) the number of events is not strictly propor- 
tional to F~(fo). The relation between F~ and the 
expected number of events was found by interpo- 
lation between several Monte Carlo samples with 
different values of F~ near to the best fit value. 

The curve shown in Fig. 2 is the result of this 
one parameter fit to the dipion mass spectrum. Also 
included in the curve is the estimated K § K -  contri- 
bution (cross hatched). This was calculated directly 
from the mass distributions given in [6] using the 
acceptance function and the value of FT~(f' ) quoted 
in the same paper. The K § K -  correction is seen to 
be small. The mass spectrum is well fitted by the 
model (Z2=7.3 for 14 D.F.) with a value for FT~(fo) 
of 2.46 keV. More details on the calculation of the 
radiative width, including error analysis, are given in 
Sect. 5. 

The model also gives a good fit to the angular 
distributions (Fig. 3a, b). The dashed curve in 
Fig. 3 b shows the angular distribution for spin 2 he- 
licity 0:(3 cos 2 0 " - 1 )  2. Helicity 2 coupling for the fo 
with an angular distribution proportional to sin 4 0* 
(solid curves in Fig. 3a, b) is consistent with the 
data, while pure helicity 0 is excluded. The satisfac- 
tory fit to our dipion distribution shown in Figs. 2, 3 
was obtained with all direct scalar resonance (a(700), 
S*, e(1300)) couplings set to zero. In particular we 
see no evidence for a narrow S* structure [10] in 
our mass spectrum. Upper limits on F~ for scalar 
resonances will be given in a later publication. 

The fo mass peak is well fitted using the world 
average [11] mass and width for the fo. The shift of 
the observed fo peak to lower masses is demonstrat- 
ed in Fig. 6. Curve A is the prediction of the model 
described above with F~7(fo)=3.0keV. Curve B has 
exactly the same parameters except the fo and Born 
amplitudes are now added incoherently. It can be 
seen that the shift and distortion of the f0 peak are 
due to strong interference effects between the Born 
and fo amplitudes. The interference is constructive 
below the fo peak and destructive above. In fact, in 
the region above 1.5 GeV/c 2, the Born term is al- 
most completely suppressed by the interference with 
the high mass tail of the fo amplitude. This is con- 
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Fig. 6. Monte Carlo nn mass distributions for F~(Jo)=3.0KeV. 
Curve A: ]Born +fo] 2, Curve B: IBorn] 2 + ]/0] 2 

sistent with the observations of [10] and [24], where 
it was found that the simple Born term grossly 
overestimates the level of dipion continuum for 
masses > 1.5 GeV/c 2 [10] and 2.0 GeV/c 2 [-24]. 

A downward shift of the )Co peak is also predict- 
ed in a recent paper by Lyth [28]. Here interference 
of the f0 with a pure Born amplitude is considered 
with particular emphasis on correct high energy be- 
haviour of the amplitudes. The solution presented in 
[28] with a real fo coupling gives a mass shift in 
good agreement with our measurements. Another 
solution with an imaginary fo coupling gives too 
large a downward shift to fit our data, 

Using the same parameters in the model as in 
the fit curves shown in Figs. 2,3 the corresponding 
n ~  ~ mass distribution has been generated. In this 
case there is no direct Born term and the n~  ~ 
continuum results purely from final state rescattering 
effects of the type n + n --*n ~ n ~ Visual comparison 
with the n ~ n ~ spectrum measured by the Crystal 
Ball Collaboration [5] indicates satisfactory agree- 
ment for the level of this continuum. On fitting the 
simulated n~  ~ distribution with a Breit-Wigner 
function a downward shift of 20 MeV/c 2 is found for 
the fo mass, to be compared with the measured 
value [-5] of 35+ 14 (stat)_+ <24(syst) MeV/c 2. Add- 
ing vector exchange contributions with couplings 
suggested in [13] produces too large a continuum 
on the high mass side of the Jo in the n ~  ~ mass 
distribution to be consistent with the Crystal Ball 
measurement [5]. As shown above no such contri- 

butions are needed to fit the charged pion distri- 
butions. 

5. Determination of F~(fo) 

From the Monte Carlo simulation of nn  events the 
functional relationship between F~ and the cross 
section within the experimental cuts (geometrical 
and kinematic) is determined: 

a~t = f (F ~  ) . (4) 

As mentioned above f is not a strictly linear func- 
tion of F~. a ~  is related to the total number of 
events observed within the cuts (n n + p # + e e), Nvo T 
=5430, by the relation: 

n n  __ N T O T  r r Q E D  
O-cut ~ c u t  ( 5 )  

E T. Eps" S 

where -~ut'~QrD is the e e + y #  cross section correspond- 
ing to a ~ ,  50 is the total luminosity, E r is the 
trigger efficiency, and Eps is the pre-selection ef- 
ficiency. F~ is found by solving (4) and (5): 

cut  ] (6) 

where S '  = E T �9 Eps" ~q~. 
AS the relation between O-Jut and F~y is almost 

_Kaeu  t the fractional error on FT~ is given linear: F ~  "~ 
by: 

_ _ _  v t / c u  t 6F~, fiK 6NTO T NTo T ( 6 S ' ]  (NToT--N~)~_QED 
F~, K + N s N s k S ' ]  Ns a ~  D 

(7) 
where N~=S 'a~u  ~ is the expected number of n~ 
events after cuts and efficiency corrections. The sys- 
tematic error on F w (19~  fractional error) comes 
dominantly from 6 S '  the normalisation uncertainty. 
Statistical errors of 3.1~o, 2 ~o in 6F~/F~ are given 
by ~NTo T and, 60-eQ~ D (Monte-Carlo statistics) respec- 
tively. Adding in quadrature the statistical errors it 
is found that: 

F ~ ( f o  ) =2.5 _+0.1 (stat) +_0.5 (syst) keV. 

Including VDM form factors with the rho mass in- 
creases this value by ~-2 %. 

6. Physics Consequences of F~(fo) 
and Related Measurements 

Results for F~,~(fo ) of this and previous published 
experiments are summarised in Table 1. In all cases 
pure helicity 2 production of the fo is assumed. Our 
result is consistent with the average of the previous 
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Table 1. Measu remen t s  of F~(fo) 

Exp. Ref. F,~7 (f0) a~t,t asy~t Decay  
(keV) (keV) (keY) Channe l  

P L U T O  8 2.3 0.5 0.35 n + n 
M A R K  lI 9 3.6 0.3 0.5 n + rc- 
T A S S O  10 3.2 0.2 0.6 n + n -  
Crysta l  5 2.7 0.2 0.6 n o n o 

Ball 
C E L L O  this 2.5 0.1 0.5 n + n 

exp. 

experiments. The updated weighted world average 
value (statistical and systematic errors added in 
quadrature) is: 

F~(fo) = 2.85 _+ 0.26 keV. 

The quark model gives predictions for the ratios of 
the radiative width of the mesons within a given 
SU(3) flavour multiplet, when it is assumed that all 
members of the nonet have the same wave function 
at the origin (nonet symmetry) and that the ampli- 
tude is proportional to the square of the quark 
charges. Ideal mixing for the tensor nonet implies 
the absence of strange quarks in the wave functions 
of the fo, A2 and the absence of non strange quarks 
in the f ' .  Assuming that the radiative width scales 
with mass a s  m 3 it is found that: 

IV77 (A  2) 0 .40 .  

r.(fo) 
Combining the value of F~7(f0) found here with our 
previously measured value of FT,(A2) [4] we find: 

F~(A2)-0.32 +_0.13 (Experiment). 
r,,(fo) 
This is in agreement with the above theoretical ex- 
pectation, but our errors are too large to make a 
meaningful measurement of the singlet/octet mixing 
angle. The measurement of F~(f') in [6] is also in 
good accord with ideal mixing, the non-strange 
quark admixture in the f '  wave function being limit- 
ed to a few percent. 

Several attempts have been made within the 
quark model, to go beyond symmetry relations and 
to actually calculate F~(f0) by using potential mod- 
els, either a harmonic oscillator model [29, 30] or 
more recently a relativistic calculation using the Be- 
the-Salpeter equation [31]. The non relativistic cal- 
culations agree well with our measurement. The rel- 
ativistic calculation [31] gives a prediction which is 
a factor 2.8 times smaller than our results. 

A large number of other attempts were made (see 
[1]) to calculate F~(fo) using Tensor Meson Domi- 

nance, Dispersion Relations or Finite-Energy Sum 
Rules. The last two approaches relied on duality 
between s and t channel exchanges. Typically such 
calculations predicted values between 2 and 10 times 
larger than now found experimentally. 

In some cases [25, 33] more precise input data 
has brought these predictions into accord with ex- 
periment [32, 34]. Some ambiguities remain how- 
ever. For example [25, 32] using Finite Energy Sum 
Rules and Harari Freund Duality (neglect of the 
Pomeron contribution) find F~(fo)= 3.0 keV in agree- 
ment with experiment. However [26] making the 
orthogonal assumption that the f0 is dual to the 
Pomeron found F~(fo)~2.1 keV when pure helicity 
2 coupling is assumed, also in reasonable agreement 
with experiment. 

The radiative widths of all the lowest lying 0 
and 2 + states have now been experimentally mea- 
sured. This enables a test to be made, in the reso- 
nance saturation approximation, of the supercon- 
vergence sum rule [35]: 

~ ds [a(s)X__ 0 _ a(s)~= 2] = 0 (10) 
o s 

where a(s) ~ is the total cross section for real photon 
photon collision in a state Of total helicity 2 and 

total centre of mass energy ]/s.  The sum rule equa- 
tion (10) is derived from rather weak convergence 
assumptions [26] and has been shown to be auto- 
matically satisfied for both the Born term and the 
quark box diagram [36]. In particular no contri- 
bution from a fixed pole [36, 37] is expected in this 
case. 

In the narrow resonance approximation each dis- 
tinct resonance gives a contribution 8 n 2 ~(2J R + 1) 
F~.ffm~ to the sum rule where m R is the mass of the 
resonance JR its spin and ~ is +1 for JR=0 or JR 
= 2, 2 = 0 and - 1  for JR = 2, 2 = 2. The narrow reso- 
nance approximation is expected to be good for the 
0-  states n ~ t/, t/' which are indeed narrow and non- 
overlapping. For the tensor states however, where 
the dominant contribution comes from the f0, this 
approximation is expected to be poorly satisfied be- 
cause of the large width of the f0 and the strong 
interference effects which occur between the f0 and 
the Born term in the 2 = 2  amplitude (Fig. 6). In 
evaluating the sum rule the contributions of the 
Born term and the f0 are therefore taken from the 
partial wave amplitudes that correspond to the best 
fit to our data shown in Fig. 2. The A2, f '  (which 
contribute only ~ 3 0 %  of the f0) and the pseudo- 
scalars are treated in the narrow resonance approxi- 
mation using values of F~ taken from [2-11]. With 
these inputs the sum of the unmeasured contri- 
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butions to the sum rule may be evaluated. Assuming 
2 = 2  dominance of tensor meson production these 
are: 
(i) Scalar mesons 

(ii) Other contributions, except the Born term, e.g. 
7 7 ~ p ~  ~ [38, 39], non resonant backgrounds, high 
Pr processes [40]. 

Treating (i) in narrow resonance approximation 
and denoting the sum of all contributions in (ii) as 
S x (10) may be written as: 

r~3(i) = (8 s x + 8 ~ 2  ~ + 1 6 ) x 1 0 - 1 1 M e V  z. (11) 

For  comparison the contribution of the fo alone to 
the sum rule, neglecting interference effects is 55 
x l0 n MeV -2. An important contribution to S x 

comes from 77-~4rc which has both <s) and <a) 
close to that for the sum of the tensor mesons [41]. 
The TASSO result [-42] that 7 7 ~ p ~ 1 7 6 2 4 7  is pre- 
dominantly in the 0 + state at low masses indicates 
that the contribution to S~ from this channel should 
be positive. In this case (11) suggests that (modulo 
large and unknown 2 = 2  terms in Sx) FT~(i ) is small 
for the low mass scalar states. Suppression of the 2 7 
coupling of scalar states has been predicted by a 
number of authors [43-45, 27] while others [25, 46] 
have predicted very large values ~20  keV for the 
radiative widths of scalar mesons at variance both 
with (11) and direct measurement of the TASSO 
experiment for the e(1300) [10] 

F~(e).B(e--*n + 7r-)<1.5 keV (95% C.L.). 

It is interesting to note that the sum rule equation 
(10) has been formerly used [47,48] to derive a 
value for F~(fo) of 9.2keV. It was then argued 
[471 48] that the resonance contribution to the total 
7? cross section was too large to satisfy Regge reso- 
nance duality. The much smaller measured value of 
F~(fo) and the suppression of the radiative widths of 
the scalar mesons indicated by (11) invalidate this 
argument. 

For  further elucidation of the sum rule in (11) 
more precise experimental measurements of F~ for 
the scalar states is desirable. The analysis now being 
performed on our dipion data in the mass region 
between 400 and 800 MeV/c 2 should give more evi- 
dence on this question. Improved spin parity 
measurements for 77~4rc  as a function of s will 
serve to limit the S~ term in (11). 

7. Summary and Conclusions 

The model of Mennessier using only a unitarised 
Born term and a helicity 2)c o amplitude for the 

process 77~1r + ~-  gives a good fit to our ~+ ~-  
data in the mass region 0 .8<M,~<1 .5  GeV/c 2. The 
only adjustable parameter, the radiative width of the 
f0, is determined to be: 

E~7(f0) = 2.5 _+ 0.1 (stat) 4- 0.5 (syst) keV. 

The distortion and downward shift (~50  MeV/c 2) of 
the fo peak are explained by strong interference 
effects between the Born and f0 amplitudes. 

Our measured ratio F~(Az)/F~(fo) is consistent 
with nonet symmetry and ideal mixing. Using the fit 
to our data to estimate the Born term and f0 contri- 
butions to the sum rule equation (10) we find the 2 7 
couplings of the low mass scalar mesons to be sup- 
pressed unless there are large (as yet unknown) 2 = 2 
terms in the sum rule. 
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